
The unique Image Hose tool in Painter allows you
to use real images or other graphic elements in a
brush, and let then flow like water out of a hose.
These brushes are called Nozzles, and Painter
comes with a CD-Rom including additional Nozzle
libraries, and you can also create and save your
own Nozzles.

California-based company DigArts, led by Den-
nis Berkla, has focused its business on develop-
ing Image Hose Nozzles, and has produced sev-
eral outstanding CD-Rom collections, such as The

Garden Hose, The Jungle Bundle 3D and the Tubu-
lar Neon. We asked Dennis to explain a little bit
about the Image Hose and Nozzle concept – one
of the more complex features in Painter.

How did you get started? I have read that you
were into filmmaking.
Dennis: “I took my first 3D computer graphics
course in 1973. Unfortunately, I found the punched
card approach to programming so convoluted and
frustrating that I quickly went back to traditional
media and finished my degree in Art. My graduate
work involved communications theory and high-
speed cinematic recording technologies. That led
to other opportunities and I was able to do a few
educational productions of my own.”
Why did you start DigArts and how come you
started to develop Nozzles?
Dennis: “I’ve had a long standing interest in com-
puter graphics. After seeing Painter 2, I thought it
was a great opportunity to finally pursue that in-
terest. Once I got up to speed, I started exploring
the potentials to see how it could be used to
solve other rendering problems. That effort started
with foliage floater libraries and eventually led to
nozzles.

I’ve always enjoyed landscape painting. Un-
fortunately, the old techniques for rendering real-
istic foliage required a kind of ‘punched card’ ap-
proach to detail. Trees and leaves had to be painted
one leaf at a time. Technical shortcuts involving
the simplification of form or other brush techniques
offered solutions, but they didn’t replace the bene-
fits of detail. With the implementation of floaters
in Painter X2, I saw an entirely new solution.

During my early work with foliage, I noticed
how plants tend to grow with characteristic pat-

terns of structure. These patterned structures re-
flect the manner in which the plant organizes its
leaves and flowers into ever greater assemblages.
I refer to it as ‘the plant’s component architecture’
because the overall appearance of a plant is largely
determined by the way these leaf structures asso-
ciate with one another. I saw how these structures
could be used to create highly dimensional, real-
istic paintings of foliage if made into floaters.

Painter X2 also introduced floater libraries so
the fit was perfect. Assorted plant structures could
be assembled as coordinated floater databases.
Placed into discrete libraries, artists could render
plants, trees and foliage simply by dragging and
dropping floaters from the library. It was a highly
effective solution that would let artists composite
detailed representations of foliage both quickly
and easily. All that was necessary was to articu-
late and render the assorted arrays of foliage for
each plant database. Unfortunately, that was no
small task.

The only problem was the drag and drop
methodology. Artists had to drag and drop the
foliage floaters so the whole kinesthetic of paint-
ing was lost. There was no brush stroke involved.
Further, the drag and drop approach called for
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substantial amounts of memory because a tree
might employ 20 or more floaters. Nevertheless,
these discrete floater libraries did provide a unique
and effective solution to rendering foliage. Artists
could paint with detail even the great masters
would envy, at speeds previously unthinkable.

This story makes a great argument for Jung’s
theory of synchronicity. Fractal was just complet-
ing the Image Hose when I contacted them about
my foliage database product. Once I saw how the
Image Hose worked, how it could spray images
from a fixed database compiled from a collection
floaters, the final piece of the puzzle fell into place.”

I see an enormous potential in Image Hose Nozzles
and would like to see more exciting libraries of
Nozzles. Do you have plans to publish other types
of images, like for example architectural elements,
statues, building materials, and symmetrical grid
patterns?
Dennis: “Certainly more can be done with nozzles.
For example, Tubular Neon offers a completely dif-
ferent approach by demonstrating a 2D means of
rendering with apparent 3D. It paints in what ap-
pears to be a real-time 3D brush. These virtual 3D
brushes come complete with texture maps, shad-
ing, and other surface characteristics. Further, be-
cause the surface characteristics are nozzle-based,
they have built-in animation capabilities as well.

Nozzle innovations move in other directions
as well.  For example, when I showed John (Derry)
and Mark (Zimmer) how pivot points could be
moved to influence a nozzle’s rendering style, they
quickly translated that principle to cross hatching
brushes. Painter’s cross hatching brushes are di-
rect descendents of that early Pine Needle nozzle.
One is even named after it and it offers a perfect
example of how nozzle expressions can cascade
in other, unexpected directions.”

Combining Nozzle with Scripts and then making
movies will expand this concept. Are you plan-
ning Nozzles that are customized for animated se-
quences?
Dennis: “Actually, we have them already. Tubular
Neon nozzles are perhaps best used with Scripts
and animations. For example, a very sophisticated
animated graphic can be done simply by record-
ing a pen action as a Script. Play the Script back
as a movie (framestack). Next, set the nozzle rank
to render sequentially. Then apply that same Script
to the movie you’ve just created. Using this tech-
nique, you can quickly make the object’s texture
map spiral along the length of the dimensional
graphic and with the correct shading. Done using
traditional techniques, this animation would be a
long and difficult process. Here, it’s completed in
minutes.”

I guess many Painter users haven’t fully explored
the Image Hose tool, or only used the presets for
some random spraying or basic brush strokes. Do
you have some tips and tricks to expand the Im-
age Hose’s capabilities?
Dennis: “A basic familiarity with its functionality,
as well as a working knowledge of Painter’s
compositing techniques, can greatly expand an
artist’s capabilities.

• The Garden Hose nozzles, for example, come
in 4 sizes, Hi-Res, Large, Medium and Small, but if
you’re using nozzle libraries, you can adjust the
element’s size by using the Scale slider in the
Nozzle palette. Since scaling diminishes image clar-
ity and nozzle libraries use up lots of memory,
keep the number of nozzles in the libraries to a
minimum.

• Most of the Garden Hose nozzles are de-
signed with Random or Random Linear brushes in
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ZULU. Design by Dennis Berkla. A nice example of what you can produce with the Tubular Neon nozzles, using
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DigArts latest CD-Roms, JUNGLE BUNDLE 3D and
TUBULAR NEON, are two collections that will make
every Painter, PhotoPaint, and Paint Shop Pro user
very happy. JUNGLE BUNDLE 3D is a set of Nozzles,
Floaters and imaging tools for rendering highly
dimensional trees and texture maps. It is a comple-
ment to, and creative development of, the former
GARDEN HOSE collection, which was focused on
rendering leaves and flowers. The TUBULAR NEON
is a set of nozzles that render dimensional linear
extrusions, patterns, buttons and animations.

Trunks, Branches and Foliage
JUNGLE BUNDLE 3D Nozzles allow you to actually
paint with dimensional boughs of leaves, flowers
or grass, and in an effective way create custom-
ized lifelike foliage. The built-in masking features
is set up to automatically create precise alpha chan-
nels as you paint.

Mapping Libraries are the foundation of
Jungle Bundle 3D, and contain assorted hybrid
nozzles, designed to render tiling terrain texture
maps or dimensional trees.

Trunk Floaters is a series of trunk and
branch Floaters (work as layers in Painter), allow-
ing you to create a wide variety of trees, such as
birch, evergreens, oaks, and broad leafs. They can
be used with any combination of Branch and Map-
ping Nozzles.

mind. Generally, a medium nozzle will use a Me-
dium Random or Medium Random Linear brush.
Small nozzles will use small brushes, etc.

• The way the Image Hose renders will change
from nozzle to nozzle. The size of the nozzle file
and the elements it contains, influence the brush.
As a result, working directly on your master image
is both hazardous and difficult. To save time and
needless errors, create a 300 pixel scratch paper
file and fine tune the brush size until you get just
the stroke you want.

• Because each object within a nozzle has its
own mask (that’s how the Image Hose works),
you can check the To Selection box on the nozzles
palette and paint directly onto a Transparent Layer.
Moreover, if you use Drop and Select when drop-
ping the floater onto the background image, you
can save the layer selection thereby retaining a
precise mask should you need to work on that
layer image again.

• If you want to create your own hybrid
nozzles for a particular project, you can use this
same technique. Paint on a Transparent Layer.
Deselect that layer and pull out a new one. Paint
on the new layer and repeat the process until you
have 4-8 separate layers.  Group those layers, Trim
and select Make Nozzle from Group. It’s easy.”

For more tips and tricks, be sure to visit: http:/
/www.gardenhose.com

Finally, can you see the developers of Painter tak-
ing the Image Hose into new areas of sophisti-
cated design? In your opinion, what could be en-
hanced to power up the Image Hose tool?
Dennis: “Yes, and if not Painter... then Jasc, Corel
or maybe even Adobe. We believe there are sev-
eral areas where Image Hose functionality can be
improved substantially, especially when used in
association with other tools or feature sets. We’re
actively working to create some of these solutions
both for Painter and the other sprayer technolo-
gies on the market.”

Dennis@DigArts
http://www.gardenhose.com

Above and right: Birch and

Eucalyptus Mapping

Libraries.

Mapping Libraries are loaded from the Brush

Controls: Nozzle palette, and they come in three

different sizes – Large, Medium and Small. All of the

Mapping Nozzles have naturalistic shading within

them, usually at the bottom of the nozzle element,

since sunlight usually comes from above. This

feature lets you add dimension to your painting. To

obtain a dimensional effect, start using a zigzag

upward stroke to create a darker, shaded depiction.

Then spray over the background using very brief

horizontal or downward strokes or dabs. This will

create highlighted foregroud elements.

2 collections of sensational Nozzles that will expand your creative work

Trunk Floaters and Oak Bark Brushes – New Oak,

Wide Oak, Oak and Cork Oak.

Branch Nozzles reflect various tree and
branch growth types, from birch, pine and poplar
to other more generic patterns. Each Branch Nozzle
can apply a complex pattern of branches to a Trunk
Floater with just a few strokes of your stylus.

Master Nozzles are all of the master nozzle
files used to create the texture and tree nozzles
found in the Mapping Libraries. They include the
original Garden Hose 1.5 and 2.2 nozzles, but with-
out the drop shadows. These Master Nozzles can
be used to alternative or customized nozzles.

The collection also includes a Goodies folder
with extra Shadow Brushes, a Tree Hose brush,
Barks brushes, and Tree and Terrain Maps, which
will add more power and flexibility to your cre-
ative work.

JUNGLE BUNDLE 3D is a wonderful collection
of natural resource material, that can be used in a
variety of ways – for 2D and 3D work, in Painter
PhotoPaint, Paint Shop Pro, or together with land-
scape sceneries in Bryce.

Tubular Extrusions in real-time
The other package, TUBULAR NEON, brings a some-
what new approach to painting with Image Hose
nozzles. It allows you to apply scalable tubular
extrusions in real-time, by using your own hand-
writing – you actually paint with the tubes, and
can create unique graphics, patterns and anima-
tions never seen before.

This package is sensational, and is a goldmine
of possible effects that need to be discovered.
The included pdf manual suggests only a few ba-
sic techniques, so you have to do a lot of explor-
ing on your own. But
it’s worth it, be-
cause you will
find many inter-
esting ways to
combine these
Image Hose
Nozzles with
Painter’s other
advanced fea-
tures.

Tubular
Neon’s built-
in masking
feature adds
a precise al-
pha channel while
you paint, and you can
render color and pattern
from pen direction, velocity,
or presure, and even change
opacity or shading to reflect the
nature of your pen stroke. In real-
time – it is very impressive.

Complexity
The whole concept of painting with the Im-
age Hose tool, and trying to master all the nozzle
variations that are possible, have made many
Painter users frustrated. The Tubular Neon pack-
age doesn’t solve that problem. On the contrary –
the concept is now becoming more complex, it
seems.

Every library comes in three shading styles –
Flat, Matte and Shiny – for different surface and
dimensional qualities. Then you have color pat-
tern libraries with four different color variations,
for color blending effects. Finally, you have the
Tube Brushes with different variants, which will
give you an almost unlimited variety of rendering
possibilities.

Above: Nozzles from the Jungle Bundle 3D’s Mapping

Libraries can also be used with the Neon Brushes

for certain effects.

Left: Attractive Tubular Extrusions using 3 of

Tubular Neon’s 55 unique Nozzle Libraries,

containing nearly 1,000 different nozzles.

MA&D RATING
JUNGLE BUNDLE 3D
DigArts Software

TUBULAR NEON
DigArts Software

WE USE IT FOR texture mapping for natural scenes, both in 2D 
and 3D. For very special effects using Painter Scripts for cool 
animation sequences.

WE USE IT FOR very special effects using Painter Scripts for 
cool animation sequences of text and gridlike patterns.

Many of the Tubular Neon nozzles are
designed to use the Rank 1 slider settings
on the Nozzle palette, which will expand
the possibilities to vary the line patterns.

Other brush options, such as Grain
and Opacity, allow you to ex-

periment with color and
transparenct using
Painter’s Advanced
Controls: Sliders.

Conclusion: Tubu-
lar Neon is a truly unique

new creative package from DigArts. Try
it. Explore. Experiment. Enjoy.


